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Service Classification No. 13
Temperature-Controlled Transportation Service (continued) 

(Rate Codes: 730, 731, 732) 

Special Provisions (continued):
  
      c.  Where a condition is experienced by a customer which prevents the
          required interruption of gas use, the customer will not be charged
          the additional charge if the customer:
    
          1)  immediately notifies the Company, and
 
          2)  takes immediate action to correct such action, and
          3)  notifies the Company when such condition is corrected, and
          4)  corrects the condition within a four-hour period.
      d.  The imposition of an additional charge should not limit any rights of 
          the Company to terminate gas service in accordance with provisions of 
          the Company's Rate Schedule or otherwise.
      e.  In the event the Company finds that gas is being used during an       
          interruption period, and that its interruption would create a danger  
          or threat to health and safety, the Company:
          1)  may not interrupt gas use, and 
          2)  such customer will be charged the additional charge for such gas
              use. 
      
  9.  Fuel Use and Loss Allowances:  
      a.  Charges for gas are applicable to quantities metered at the 
          customer's metered facilities.  
      b.  As an allowance for fuel use and losses incurred in the process of
          delivery between the City Gate and the customer's metered facilities,
          the Customer shall provide the Company at its City Gate with a
          thermal equivalent amount of gas equal to four percent of the amount
          transported for the Customer.
 
  10. Reassignment of Gas:  A Customer that takes service under this Service
      Classification must take delivery of the gas at its facilities and may
      not remeter (or submeter), resell, assign, or otherwise dispose of the
      customer-owned gas to others for delivery at other facilities on the 
      company's system. 
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